
FINAL PYRENEES MOUNTAIN STAGE

LIVE AT THE BREWERY
PRECEEDED BY FRENCH DINNER, FROM 9PM

when:  Sat July 16th, 8pm for 9pm dinner
Cycling loop: departs at 2pm
Where:  bridge road brewers
how much: 3 course french dinner $60
bookings ph: 03 57282703

join us at the brewery for 
the ultimate day of cycling.
Bridge Road Brewers are planning 
yet another epic day of cycling. 
Including a French themed three 
course dinner will kick off the night 
before we sit back to watch this epic 
mountain stage of the tour roll 
through the stunning Pyrenees.
Cyling fans will be treated to a 
fantastic french inspired menu, 
including entree, mains and 
cheeses.
Live coverage of the stage will begin 
after dinner from 10pm, with non 
dinner guests invited to join us from 
10pm. 

Tour de Beechworth 
Cycling Loop

The brewery will also be hosting 
two guided cycling loops of the 
region on Saturday before the 
dinner.

stage 14 - Saint-Gaudens Plateau de Beille 168.5 km
This short stage will involve no less than six mountain passes ensuring that it will be very tough: the Col de Portet-d’Aspet, the 
Col de la Core, the Col de Latrape, the Col d’Agnes, the Port de Lers, and the finish on the Plateau de Beille for the fifth time. 
History will remember that the winner on the Plateau de Beille has always worn the Yellow Jersey on the Champs Élysées 
podium. Will the tradition be maintained this year?

cycling loop:
Be sure to join us, no matter what your cycling ability, for a 
fun saturday afternoon ride round the hills of Beechworth. 
Two seperate groups, based on riding ability, will be leaving 
the brewery at 2pm, and if theres enough interest perhaps a 
third MTB group will also be run. Please register your inter-
est in riding early to allow us to plan ahead.


